The main purpose of this paper is to prove that a pandiagonal magic square of the order four [I] was known to Varahamihira, an Indian authority of astronomy, astrology, and divination, who wrote his voluminous Brhatsamhitd consisting of 106 chapters in about A.D. 550 [2] .
I. VARAHAMIHIRA'S MAGIC SQUARE
Although the main theme of the Brhatsaqzhita is divination, not all chapters of the work are devoted to that purpose. Thus Chapter 76 named gandhayukti (combinations of perfumes), which treats the composition (the word yukti has this meaning also) of various kinds of perfumes, contains no elements of divination. In the following passage consisting of four stanzas, Varahamihira prescribes how to prepare the perfumes called saruatobhadra (Good for All [Purposes] What is the kucchupugz? Sanskrit dictionaries give the meaning "a box with compartments" to this word used by Varahamihira. This is not wrong, but it is not precise either. Following the commentator Bhaftotpala (A.D. 967) [61, I take it to mean a square figure having the same number (four in the present case) of cells in each row and in each column. The same meaning fits well in stanza 29, where the phrase "navakosfhat kacchaputad" (from a kucchuputu having nine cells) occurs; there also are a square number of cells. The word might have also meant such a square figure with numerals in its cells, i.e., a magic square, since the concept of the magic square is indispensable for understanding stanza 25 under consideration, although it does not play any part in stanza 29 [7] .
The word kucchuputu seems to have originally meant "the carapace of a turtle." The word kucchu, which usually means "bank" or "margin" or "skirt" or "bordering region," perhaps means in this compound the "limbs" of a turtle, as in the case of the compound kucchupu or "one which swallows its limbs," i.e., "a turtle" [8] . The word pufu, on the other hand, means "a hollow space" or "a covering. " Thus kucchupuy could have meant "the covering of the limbs," i.e., "the carapace," of a turtle.
The association of a turtle with magic squares immediately reminds us of the old Chinese legend that a miraculous turtle, on the back of which a diagram called the Lo Shu (.%f Lo River Writing) was written, came out of the river Lo to help the Emperor Yii in governing the empire; the diagram, the original form of which can no longer be restored on a well-documented basis, was interpreted later, from the 10th century on, by Chinese writers as a magic square of order three with the numbers expressed with dots [Needham 1959, 56-57; Cammann 1961, 37-801. Now, when we fill the cells of the kucchuputu with the given proportions in the given order, we obtain the diagram shown in Fig. 1 . This diagram is itself a pandiagonal magic square with its constant sum 18, the number that Varahamihira himself explicitly states in stanza 25. That is, the four numbers (1) in each row, (2) in each column, (3) in each of the two main diagonals, and (4) in each of the six broken diagonals, make the constant sum 18. Being pandiagonal, this magic square has many other tetrads whose sums are 18. Some of them have been noted by the commentator Bhattotpala [9]: asmin kacchapufe gandhadaya (1) iirdhvSdhal$ramena (2) tiryag vB (3) catursu konesu v% (4) madhyamacatuskone v& (5) ko!nxkosthacatu+ye v%(6) prfdcptiktau vti madhyamakosthadvaye vMtyapa6ktau' madhyamakosrhadvaye vB (7) dvitiyatritiyapaIiktau vfidyantakospake vB yena tena praksrena catursu misritesu.
Thus, the tetrads pointed out by Bhattotpala are those in:
(1) each column [(2, 5, 4 (4) the central small square [(8, 2, 1, 7)] (5) the four corner cells [(2, 8, 7, l) ] (6) the two central cells (3, 5) of the first row and those (6, 4) of the last row [(3, 5, 6, 411 (7) the two central cells (5, 4) of the first column and those (3, 6) of the last column [(5, 3, 4, 6) ].
Curiously enough, Bhaftotpala refers to none of the two main diagonals and the six broken diagonals. It is possible that Bhaftotpala either did not know the concept of the pandiagonal magic square or gave it another equivalent definition, but this does not explain why he excluded the diagonals from his long list of tetrads.
In any case, it is now clear enough that Varahamihira wanted the reader of his book to arrange the sixteen original substances in a square figure having sixteen cells, and to take and mix up four out of them in exactly the same manner as we take and sum up four numbers in a magic square of sixteen cells.
The use of the magic square must have affected his procedure for making the perfumes. This is confirmed by the fact that he prescribes, after the mixture of the four substances, addition of Nakha, Tagara, and Turuska, all of which are already included in the sixteen original substances. On the other hand, Varahamihira's square seems to have been a result of adapting an original magic square consisting of the natural series from 1 to 16, to the problem under consideration, i.e., the problem of combining four substances in the given proportions; for the ratio, 16 : 1, of the largest to the smallest of the numbers used in that square would have been too large for his purpose.
RECONSTRUCTlON
OF THE ORIGINAL MAGIC SQUARE We have in Varahamihira's square ( Fig. 1) two sets of the series [l, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7, 81. The most natural way of restoring the natural series, 1 to 16, used in the underlying magic square is to add 8 to each term of one of the two sets, with the other set kept unchanged. Which terms, then, in Varahamihira's square should be augmented? It will be realized that, in order to keep the square magic, we have to add the same amount (8) to exactly two terms of each row, each column, and each I Read c&ntya-. of the two main diagonals. This restriction leads us to only four possible cases. See Fig. 2 , where the underlined numbers are to be increased severally by 8. The results of the augmentation are shown in Fig. 3 , where squares (a) and (b) are pandiagonal, but (c) and (d) are not. It is most probable that Varahamihira knew one of these squares. All that he had to do in order to obtain his square for the combinations of perfumes was to subtract 8 from each of the eight higher numbers, 9 to 16, in the original square.
Remarkable is the fact that the magic square shown in Fig. 3a , with a rotation of 90", reappears in the 13th-century Islamic world as one of the most popular magic squares (see Fig. 6 
A HISTORICAL COMMENT
It is generally accepted that the idea of magic squares was born in ancient China and spread over the world, although we cannot determine the date of the birth [Needham 1959,55-56; Cammann 1961; Cammann 1968 Cammann /1969 . The oldest of all the known documents that refer to magic squares is the Tu Tui Li Chi (%;k%tZ!~ Record of rites) compiled by Tai the Elder (A%?) in about A.D. 80. This book gives the numbers of the simplest magic square, i.e., that of order three, in the order "2, 9, 4, 7, 5, 3, 6, 1, 8" [Needham 1959, 581 . When we arrange these numbers in a square having three rows of three cells each, in the order of the ordinary Chinese writing, i.e., from the top to bottom and then from the right to left, we obtain the magic square shown in Fig. 4 .
After this, from time to time we come across references to the same magic square or its variations in Chinese literature [Needham 1959, 57-59; Cammann 19611 [IO] , but the first instance hitherto known to us of a magic square of order four occurs only in the 10th century in the Rasd'il of the Ikhwan al-Safa' (Brethren of Purity, ca. 983), an encyclopaedic work in Arabic [Hermelink 1958 [Hermelink , 2071 . This magic square (Fig. 5) , however, is not pandiagonal.
Pandiagonal magic squares of the order four, which became well known and very popular in Islam and in India after the 13th century, have long been believed to have been discovered for the first time in the Islamic world in the 12th or 13th century [Cammann 1968 [Cammann /1969 [Cammann , 202, 273-2741 . The most famous Islamic square of the order four is cited in Fig. 6 [Ahrens 1922, Figs. 6, 71 [12] . It is remarkable indeed that this square can be obtained by rotating by 90" one of the four magic squares (Fig. 3a) reconstructed from Varahamihira's square. I think this cannot be a mere coincidence, since as many as 880 magic squares of the order four are known to exist [Lehmer 1933a, b] . This fact will oblige us to reconsider the history of magic squares and, in particular, the problem of their transmissions. A magic square of the order n is defined as a set of n2 numbers so arranged in a square, that the sum of each row, each column, and each of the two main diagonals shall be the same amount, which we call the constant sum. If, in a magic square, the sum of each broken diagonal is equal to the constant sum, then the magic square is called pandiagonal. See, for example, Fig. 6 , where the sum of 8, 12,9, and 5 is equal to the constant sum 34. The natural numbers from 1 to rz2 are usually, but not always, employed in a magic square of the order n; in that case, the total sum of the numbers is n2(n2 + 1)/2, and hence the constant sum n(rr* + 1)/2. For magic squares in general and mathematical analysis of pandiagonal magic squares, see [Andrews 19171. 2. For an English translation, see [Bhat 1981 [Bhat /1982 . For its contents and historical position, see [Pingree 1981, 71-751. 3.
[A] in my translation indicates that A has been supplied by me.
4. The original word is ud-bud/r, the exact value of which in this context is not clear to me. The meaning "fumigation" given in Sanskrit dictionaries to this word used by Varahamihira is certainly not appropriate, since fumigation is separately indicated by the word dhtip in stanza 26 itself. It is noteworthy that the words budhlud-budhlpra-bud are always associated with the substances called Jati, Karptira, and Mrga. See Brhatsavhird, Chap. 76, stanzas 11, 12, 16, 26 , and 27. 5. The choice is free when the perfumes called Parijata are made, in stanza 27, from four taken from the same sixteen original substances: bahavo'tra parijatas caturbhir icchaparigrhitaih. In that case, there are 1820 (= &) possible combinations. Incidentally, Vartiamihira gives the value of ,& correctly (in stanza 20) in a process of computing the whole number of the perfumes that are made from four substances taken, at the ratio of 1: 2 : 3 : 4, from sixteen original substances, although his final result, 174,720 (in stanza 17), is wrong. For this last point, see [Hayashi 1979 [Hayashi , 1631 6. Bhaftotpala, in his comment on stanzas 23 and 24, gives a square figure having four rows of four cells each, and puts into each cell the first syllables of the names of the given substances, followed by the Indian numerals indicating the given proportions. 7. A magic square was later called jamta (= Skt. yantm, lit. "a device" or "a diagram") by Thakkura Pherii (fl. 1315), and bhadru (lit. "good fortune") by N&r$iyana (1356).
8. Durga, cited in Apte's dictionary (s.v. kaccha), equates kaccha in kacchupa to mukhasavputa; the latter word probably means the "box-head" of a turtle.
9. Bhatfotpala's viurri on Brhatsamhitci 76, [25] [26] 10. For Chinese magic squares in general, see [Cammann 19621. 11 . For Islamic magic squares in general, see [Ahrens 1917 [Ahrens , 1922 Bergsnasser 1923; Schuster 19721 . New materials for the history of Islamic magic squares have appeared in [Sesiano 1980, 19811. For an account of Indian magic squares, see [Cammann 1968 /1969 , 271-2901 . 12. Cammann [1968 /1%9, 202, 273-2741 seems to hold that Indian magic squares of the order four were derived from the Islamic one shown in Fig. 6 .
